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Auction

Prepare to be thoroughly delighted by this extraordinary piece of real estate. Spanning across two sensational levels and

boasting a plethora of coveted attributes that many can only dream of acquiring. This admirable property encapsulates

everything one could desire in a home, elegantly wrapped up within one impressive parcel, perfectly situated within a

quiet street, only minutes from the city!This incredibly restored, renovated and maintained home is enhanced by a

perfect blend of iconic and classic Queenslander accents with modern charm: soaring high ceilings with exposed timber

beams, polished hardwood timber floors, stained glass windows and tongue and groove walls…welcome to 84 Cairns

Street, Cairns North. I assure you, you will be very impressed and will leave with a lingering notion that "this home is the

one" for you.Upstairs:The main level, upstairs, is an absolute delight from the moment you step inside. Welcomed into the

home through an enclosed sunroom adorned with casement windows, you enter the main living space through two

stunning timber doors embellished with stained glass, paying a perfect homage to the home's heritage years. The stunning

polished timber floors are undeniably beautiful and enhance this home's overall character: an absolute grand display of

timeless elegance. The kitchen is rightfully the heart of the home, and it's the perfect centrepiece for this masterpiece of a

property! Leading directly out to the balcony, via floor-to-ceiling bifolds, the at-home entertainer will love their new

venue. Offering three spacious bedrooms, a guest bathroom, a generously sized living area, and a master suite featuring

an ensuite and direct balcony access overlooking a stunning, palm tree lined swimming pool…need I say I

more?Downstairs:Boasting phenomenal height clearance; this home is incredibly versatile with its spacious layout and

multiple potential uses. Offering a further two bedrooms, a bathroom, a kitchenette, and a lockup workshop presents

fantastic functionality, making it an attractive option for a range of living arrangements or business endeavours. Whether

it's providing a teenagers retreat (lucky them), accommodating a home business, or offering a complete dual living option

for the in-laws. With room for at least three cars, entertaining spaces a-plenty, grass for our fluffy friends and children to

play on, a massive inground swimming pool, plus gabbana, solar, fully fenced this property has everything you could want…

without having to compromise on anything - including location. It is literally within five minutes from the closest

everything! Properties like these rarely come up… which comes as no surprise. Act now to avoid disappointment. This

could all be yours!All offers prior to auction will be carefully considered. Open every Saturday until SOLD. Private

inspections are encouraged, and video walkthroughs are welcomed. AUCTION EXTRAVAGANZA with our Celebrity

Auctioneer!This property is offered For Sale by Auction with Offers Carefully Considered PriorWhen: Monday 22nd April

2024, starting from 5:00pmWhere: Pullmans Cairns InternationalTo register for this upcoming auction click the below

link:https://auctionslive.com/app/bidder-registration/NkAAGContact Natasha Whalley-Thompson on 0487 154 973 any

time to register your interest.Disclaimer: This property is being sold without a price and therefore a price guide cannot be

provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes. All

information contained is gathered from sources we believe to be reliable. In preparation of this advertisement our best

endeavours have been made to ensure the information contained is true and accurate. However, we accept no

responsibility and disclaim all liability in respect to any errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or misstatements contained.

Prospective purchasers are encouraged to make their own enquiries to verify the information contained in this

advertisement.


